RIVER MEANDERS

s there sucli a thing a s a straig..l
river? Alinost :inyone can tliiuk of a
river that is inore or less straight for
:I certain distaiice, brit it is iinlikely that
the straight portion is either very
straight or very long. In fact, it is almost
certain that the distance any river is
straight docs not cxccetl 10 times its
width at that point.
The sinuosity of river channels is
clearly apparent in maps and aerial photographs, where the successive curves
of a river of‘ten appear to havc a certain
regularity. In niany instances the repeating pattern of curves is so pronounced that it is the most distinctive
characteristic of the river. Such curves
are called meanders, after a winding
stream in Turkey knowii in ancient
Greek times as the hiaiandros and today
as the hlenderes. The nearly geometric
regularity of river meanders lins attracted the interest of geologists for
many years, and :it the U S . Gcological
Survey wc havc devoted considerable
study to the problem of understanding
the general mechanism that underlies
the phenomenon. In brief, we have
found that meanders arc not mere accidents of nature but the form in which
a river does thc lcast work in turning,
and hence are the most probablc form
a river can take.
Regular Forms from Random‘ Processes
Nature of course provides many opportunities for a river to change direction. Local irregularities in the bounding medium as well a s the chance
emplacement of boulders, fallen trees,
blocks of sod, plugs of clay and otlicr
obstaclcs can and do divert many rivers
from a straight course. Although loc:il
irregularities are a sufficient reason for
:I river’s not being straight, however,
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they are i i o t a necessary reason. For one
thing, such irrrgularitics cannot account
for the rather consistent geometry of
meanders. Moreover, laboratory studies
indicate that strcams meander even in
“itleal,” or highly regular, mediums [see
i / h f r u t i o t i on p g s 641.
That the irregularity of the medium
has little to do with the formation of
mcanders is further demonstrated by
the fact thut meandering streams have
been observed in several naturally homogeneous mediums. Two examples are
ocean currents (notably the Gulf
Stream) and water channels on the surface of a glacier. The meanders in both
cases are as regular and irregular as
river meanders.
The fact that local irregularities cannot account for the existence of river
meanders does not rule out other random processes as a possible explanation. Chance may be involved in subtler
and inore continuous ways, for example
in turbulent flow, in the manner in
which the riverbed and banks are
formed, or in the interaction of the flow
and the bed. As it turns out, chance operating nt this level can explain the
formation of regular meanders. It is a
p::rxlox of nature that such random
processes can produce regular forms,
and that rcguliir processes often produce randoni forms.
h4eanders commonly form in alluvium (watcr-deposited material, usually
unconsolidated), but even when they
occur in other mediunis they are invariably formed by a continuous process
of erosion, transport:ition and deposition of the inatcrial that composes the
medium. In every case rnaterial is
eroded from the coiicave portion of a
meander, transported downstream and
deposited on the convex portion, or bar,
of a meander. The material is often de-

posited on the same side of the stream
from wliicli it was eroded. The conditions in which meanders will be formed
in rivers can be stated rather simply,
albeit only in a gencral way: kleanders
will usually appcar wherever the river
traverses :i gentle slope in a medium
consisting of fine-grained material that
is easily erodctl and transported but has
sufficient cohesiveness to provide firm
banks.
A given series of meanders tends to
have a constant ratio between the wavelength of the curve and the radius of
curvature. The appear:ince of regularity
depends in part on how constant this
ratio is. In the two drawings on page 62
the value of this ratio for the meander
that looks rather like ii sine wave (top)
is five for the wavelength to one for the
radius; the more tightly looped meander
( b o ~ o m has
) a corresponding value of
three to one. A sample of 50 typical
meanders on many different rivers and
streams has yielded an average value
for this ratio of ahout 4.7 to one. Another pi-operty that is used to describe
meanders is sinuosity, or tightness of
bend, which is expressed as the ratio
of the length of the channel in a given
ciirve to the wavelength of the curve.
For the large majority of meandering
rivcrs the value of this ratio ranges between 1.3 to one and four to one.
Close inspcction of the photographs
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ENTRENCHED MEANDERS of the Colorado River in southern Utah were photographed from a height of about 3,000 feet.

The me.inders were probably formed on the
surface of a gently sloping floodplain at
almut the time the entire Colorado Plateau
began to rise :it least a million years ago.
The meanders later 1,ecame more developrd
as river cut deep into layers of sediment.
Mean do\rn5tre.im direction is toward right.
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and maps that accompany this article
will show that typical river meanders
do not exactly follow any of thc familiar
curves of elementary geometry. The
portion of the meiinder near the axis of
bend (the center of the curve) does
resemble the arc of a circle, but only
approximately. Neithcr is the curve of a
meandcr quite a sine wave. Geiiernlly
the circular segment hi the bend is too
long to be well described by a sine
wave. Thc straight segment at the point
of inHcctioii-the point where the curvature of the cha~iiielchanges directionprevents a meander from being simply
a series of connected semicircles.
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Sine-generat cd Curves
WIDTH OF CHANNEL (W) = 1
WAVELENGTH (A) - 11 5
LENGTH OF CHANNEL (L) - 165
RADIUS OF CURVATURE (rc) :
23

-W

WIDTH OF CHANNEL (W) = 1
WAVCLENGTH (A)
6‘3
L F N G l I I OF CHANNEL (L) 2 4 8
RADIUS OF CURVAlURE (r,) = 2 3
~

PROPERTIES used to describe river meanders are indicated for two typical meander
curves. A series of nieanders has a regular appearance on a map whenever there tends to be
a constant ratio between the wavelength ( A ) of the curve and its radius of curvature ( r c ) .
The value of this ratio for the meander that looks rather like a sine wave ( t o p ) is five to
one; the more tightly looped meander (bottom) has a corresponding value of three to one.
An average value for this ratio is about 4.7 to one. Sinuosity, or tightness of bend, is expressed as the ratio of the length of the channel ( L ) in a given rurve to the wavelength of
curve. The value of this ratio for the top curve is 1.4 to one and for the bottom curve 3.6
to one. On the average the value of this ratio ranges between 1.3 to one and four to one,
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We first recognized the principal
characteristics of the actual curve traccd
out by a typical river meander in the
course of a niatl~e~r~atical
analysis aimed
at generating meander-like curves by
means of “random walk” techniques. A
random walk is a path described by
successive moves oil a surface (for exaiiiple a shect of graph paper); each
move is generally a fixed unit of distance, but the direction of any move
is determined by some random process
(for example the turn of a card, the
throw of a die or the sequence of a
table of random numbers). Depending
on the purpose of the experiment, there
is usually at least one constraint placed
on the direction of the move. In our
random-walk study one of the constraints we adopted W:IS that the path
was to begin at some point A and end
at some other point B in a given number of steps. In other words, the end
points and the length of the path were
fixed but the path itself was “free.”
The mathematics involved in finding
the average, or most probable, path
taken by a random walk of fixed length
had been worked out in 1951 by Hernraiin von Schelling of the General
Electric Company. The exact solution
is expressed by an elliptic integral, but
in our case a sufficiently accurate approximation states that the rnost probable geometry for a river is one in wliicli
the angular direction of the channel at
any point with respect to the menn
down-valley direction is a sine function of the distance menstired along
the channel [sce illustration on opposite

pagel.
The curve that is traced out by this
most probable random walk between
two points in ;I river valley wc named
a “sine-gcnernted” curve. As it happens,
this curve closely approximates the
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shape of real river ineandcrs [ ,sw illrrstration on ncxt pa'gc].At the axis of bend
the channel is directed in the mean
down-valley direction and the angle of
deflection is zero, whereas at the point
of inflection the angle of deflection
reaches a niaxiinuni value.
A sine-generated curve differs from a
sine curve, from a series of connected
semicircles or from any other fiiniiliar
geometric cnrve in that it has the
smallest variation of the changes of direction. This means that when the
changes in direction arc tabulated for
a givcn distance along several hypothetical meanders, the sums of the
squares of these changes will be less
for a sine-generated curvc than for any
other regular curve of the same length.
This operation was performed for four
different curves of the sanie length,
wavelength and sinuosity-a parabolic
curve, n sine curve, a circular curve and
a sine-generated curve-in thc illustration on page 65. When the squares of
the changes in direction werc measured
in degrees over 10 cqually spaced intervals for each curve, the resulting values
were: parabolic curve, 5,210; sine curve,
5,200; circnlar curve, 4,840; sinc-generatcd cllr\'c, 3,940.
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bundle to the car bcds. The train,
pulled by five locomotives, collided with
a bulldozer and was derailed. The violent compressive strain folded the trainload of rails into a drastically foreshortened snakelike configuration. The elastic
properties of the steel rails tended to
minimize total bending exactly as in the
case of the spring-steel strip, and as a
result the wrecked train assumed the
shape of a sine-gencratctl cur\re that
clistribntecl tlic bending a s unifomily as
a

possible. This example is particularly
appropriate to our discussion of river
meanders because, like river meanders,
the bent rails deviate in a random way
from the perfect symmetry of a sinegenerated curve while preserving its
essential foim.

The Shaping Mechanism
The mechanism for changing tlic
of .I river chaniicl i\ contained
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Curve of Minimum Total Work

'
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Another property closely associated
with the fact that a sine-generated
curve minimizes the sum of the squares
of the changes in direction is that it is
also the curve of minimum total work
in bending. This property can be demonstrated by bending a thin strip of
spring steel into various configurations
by holding the strip firmly at two points
and allowing the length between the
fixed points to assume an unconstrained
shape [see top illtistrution on pages 66
and 671. The strip will naturally avoid
any concentration of bending and will
assume a shape in which the bend is as
uniform as possible. In effect the strip
will assume a shape that minimizes total
work, since the work done in each element of length is proportional to the
square of its angular deflection. The
shapes assumed by the strip are sinegcnerated curves and indeed are good
models of river meanders.
A catastrophic example ot a sinegenerated curve on a much larger scale
was provided by the wreck of a Southern Railway freight train near Greenville, S.C., on May 31, 1965 [see Dottoin illtrstration on page 671. Thirty
adjacent flatcars carried as their load
'700-foot sections of track rail chained in
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DISTANCE ALONG CIiANNTL

SINE-GENERATEL) CURVE (fop)closely approximates the shape of real river meanders.
This means that the angular direction of the channel at any point with respect to the mean
down-valley direction (toward the right) is a sine function of the distance measured along
the channel ( g r a p h at b o t t o m ) . At the axis of each bend ( B , D wid F ) the channel i s directed in the mean down-valley direction and the angle of deflection is zero, whereas at
each point of inflection ( A , C, E n r d G ) the angle of deflection reaches n maximnm value.
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a t left depict segments of two typical meandering streams,
the Mjssibsippi River near Greenville, Mibb. ( a ) , and Blackrork
Creek in Wyoming ( b ) ,as well as a segment of an experimental
meander formed in a hoinogen~onsmedium in the laboratory (c).
Measurements of the angular dirertion of the channels with respect
to the mean downstream direction were made at regular inter-
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vals d o n g the center lines of the two natural meanders and along
the thalweg, or deepest part of the channel, of the experimental
meander. When these mensurenients were plotted against the distanre of earh rhannel, the resulting curves closely approximated
sine waves ( r i g h t 1 . The corresponding sine-generated curves are
superposed on their respertive channel miips (broken block c u r w s ) .

in the ability of water to erode, trailsport and dcposit the muterial of the
river’s medium. Especially on :I cur\-e,
the velocity graclieiit against the channel bank sets up local eddies that concentrate the cxpcnditure of energy :ind
localize erosion. An idealized flow p i t tern in a typical inenndcr is sho\i.n in
the top illiistratioii on pigc G8. The
left sidc of thc illustratioir iiidicntes
the velocity vectors at varioiis points for
five cross sectioirs aloiig the cur\^. As
the cross sections indicate, the cleptli
of the channel changes systeniaticnlly
nlong the curve, tlic sliallowest section
being at the point of inflection and the
deepest section at the axis of bend. At
the sanie time the cross-sectionid shape
itself changcs; it is syninietric;il :icross
tlie chaniiel just downstreain from the
point of inflection mid most asymnietricnl a t the axis of bend, the deeper section being always nearer tlie concave
bank. The velocity vectors show a normal decrease ill velocity with depth except at the axis of liend and near the
concave Ixiiik, where the highest velocity
a t any point i n tfw nie;nnder occiirs sonicwhat I)elo\v the siirfacc of the water.
The right sidc of tlie saiiie illustration
sho\vs the streamlines of flow at the
surface of the meander. The maximumvelocity strcanlline is in the middle of
the ch~unicljust downstreani from the
point of inflection; it crosses toward
the concave bank at the axis of bend
and continucs to ling the concave bank
past the next poilit of inflection. River1)oatmen navipting upstremi o i l a large
rivcr face the problem that the deepest
Lvatcr, which they L I S L I ~ ~prefer,
Y
teiids
to coincidc with the streainline of highest velocity. Their solution is t o follow
tlie thalweg (the deepest part of the
river, from the Cerninn for “valley way”)
where it crosses oi’er the center line of
the channel ;IS tlie channel changcs its
direction of crirvaturc but to cut a s close
to the convex I)ank ;is possi1)le i n ordcr
to avoid the highest velocity near the
concave hank. This practice led to the
use of the term “crossover” as :I synonym for the point of inflection.
The lack of identity bct\veeii the
tnaxi~nun~-velocity
strecnidine ant1 the
center line of the channel arises from
the centrifiigal force exerted on the
watcr as it flows ;iround the ciirve. Thc
centrifugal force is larger on the fnstcrmoving water i ~ c i i rthe surface than on
the slower-movjng water near the bed.
Thus in a tneander the surface water is
defiectcd toward the concave hank, requiring the bed water to move toward
the convex bank. A circulatory system
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PARABOLIC CURVE

__

CIRCULAR CURVE

SINE CURVE

-SINE-GENERATED CURVE
VARIATION IN CURVATURE of a sine-generated curve is less than for any other regular geometric curve. This means that when the changes in direction are tabulated for small
dibtances along several hypothetical meiinders, the sums of the squares of the changes in
direction will he less for a sine-generated curve than for any other curve. The changes in
dircctiori were measured in degrees over 10 equally spaced intervals for e;ich of the four
curves depirted here. When the squares of these changes were summed, the following
values were obtained : parabolic curve, 5,210; sine curve, 5,200; circular curve, 4,840;
sine-generated curve, 3,940. Thc four curves itre equal in length, wavelength and sinuosity.

is set LIP in tlie cross-sectional plane,
with surface water plunging toward the
bed near the conc;ivc bank and bed
water rising toward the surface near
tlie convex bauk. This circulation, together with the general downstream
motion, givcs each discretc element of
water a roughly helical path that rei’erses its tlirectiori of rotation with cacli
siicccssive niemder. As :I result of this
hclical motion of water, material eroded
from tlie conc~ivc bank tends to be
swept toward the convex bank, where
it is deposited, forming what is called a
poiii t bar.
Erosion of the concave batiks and
deposition on tlic convex banks tends to
makc nie:inder curves move laterally
across the river valley. l3ecause of the
rmcloinness of the entire process, the
channel a s a whole does not move
steadily in any one direction, but the
combined latcrnl inigration of the meanders over ii period of’ niany years results in the river channel’s occupying
every possible position between the valley walls. The deposition on the point
bars, combined with the successive occupation by the river of all possible
positions, rcsnlts in tlic forniation of the
familiar broad, fiat floor of river valleys-

the “floodplnin” of the river. The construction of :I floodplain by the lateral
tnovenient of a single meander can be
observcd even in the course of a few
years; this is demonstrated in the bottom illustration on page 68, which is
made L I of
~ four successive cross sections surveyed between 1953 and 1964
on \Vatts Uranch, a sniall tributary of
thc Potornac River near Washington.
The overall geometry of a meandering river is ini important factor in determining the rate at which its banks will
be eroded. In general the banks are
eroded at a rate that is proportional to
the degree with which tlie river channel
is bent. Any curve other than a sinegenerated curve would tend to conceiitrate bank erosion locally or, by iiicreasing the total angular bending, would
add to the total erosion. Thus tlie sinegenerated curve assumed by most meandering rivers teiids to minimize total
erosion.

Riflles and Pools
In the light of the preceding discussion it is possible to examine some of
the hydraulic properties of meanders in
greater detail. If a river channel is re-
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STRIP OF SPRING STEEL is used

to demonstrate t h a t a sinegmerated w r v e is the rurve o f miniiiiiini total \\ark. The d r i p is

gardcd as bciiig iii a steady state, the
form it assiiiiies should he such as to
avoid concentrating variations ill any
property at the expense of another
property.
For exarnplc, wriations in depth and
velocity are inherent in all river c1i:tiinels, whether they are straight or
curved. Even :I reach, or length of
channel, that is quite straight has a
more or less uneven bed that consists
of alternating deeps and shallows. Although this is not so obvious in a period
of high flow, it becomes quite apparent
at low flow, when the shallow sections
tend to ripple in the sunlight' as water
backs up behind each hump in the bed
before pouring over its downstream
slope. To a trout fisherman this fast
reach is known as a riffle. Alternating
with the riffles are deeps, which the
fisherman wonld call pools, through
which the water flows slowcr and more
smoothly.
The alternation of rifflcs and pools in
a trout stream at low flow is noteworthy
for another reason. The hunips in the
stream bed that give rise to the riffles
tend to be located alternately on each
side of the stream [see top illttstrution
on page 691. As n consequence the
stream at low flow seems to follow a
course that wanders successively. from
oiic side of the channel to the other, in
a manner having an obvious similarity
to meandering.
The atlalogy between this temporary
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bent into various configurations h y holding it firmly at two points
and allowing the length between the fixed points to iissiinie an un-

siniiosity and full-scale meandering is
strengthened by the fact that the riffles
occiir at roughly equal intervals along
the channel. Moreover, the spacing of
the riffles is correlated with the width
of the channel. Successive riffles are
located at intervals equal to about five
to seven times the local channel width,
or roughly twice the wavelength of a
typical meander. This surprisingly coiisistent ratio seeins even more remark&le when one realizes that each nieander contains two riffles, one at each
point of inflection. This observation led
us to hypothesize that the same mechanism that causes meanders must also be
at work in straight channels, and that a
detailed study of the form and the
hydraulic properties of two segments of
channel that differ only in their degree
of curvature might shed some light on
the formation of meanders.
O1)taining Meander Profiles
older to test this hypothesis it
was necessary to obtain accurate data
for all the pertinent hydraulic factors:
depth, velocity, water-surface profile
and bed profile. For several years we
had attempted to measure such factors
in small rivers near Washington just
after every heavy rainstorm, when there
WAS a rapid increase in streamflow. The
water level changed so quickly in such
qtorms, however, that theie was never
enough time to measure all the liydrau111

Iic factors in detail through :I succession
of two riffles and an intervening pool.
Then in 1959 we tried another strategy:
we decided to measiare a small stream
in Wyoming, named Ihaldwin Creek, in
early June, a period of iiiaxiiiium runoff
from melting snow. Measurements were
made in two places, a meandering reach
and a straight reach, that were comparable in all outward aspects except
sinuosity. The stream was about 20 feet
wide and was nearly overflowing its
banks, so that we could just barely
walk in it wearing chest-high rubber
waders.
Robert hl. Myrick, an engineer with
the Geological Survey, a i d one of us
(Leopold) began a series of measurements in the midafternoon of June 19,
surveying water-surface and bed profiles with a level and a rod, and making
velocity and depth measurements with
a cairrent meter and a rod. When clarkness came, we lighted lanterns and coiitinued our measurements. At about daybreak we slept for a few hours and then
resumed the survey, grateful that the
melting snow had kept the stream at a
steady high flow for such a long time.
Several days later we were able to
sit down under a tree and plot the
profiles, velocities and depths on graph
paper. What emerged was a quite unexpected contrast between meandering
reach and straight reach [see I7ottom ilItrstrution on page 691. The slope of the
water surface in the meandering reach

a
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constrained shape. T h e strip will naturally avoid any concentration
of bending and will assnme a shape in which the bend is as uniform

was clearly steeper than that in the
straight reach; moreover, the watersurface profile of the meandering reach
was nearly a straight sloping line,
whereas the straight reach had a
stepped profile, steep over the riffle bars
and comparatively flat over the interveniug pools.
What did this mean? It was as if the

as possible. I n each of the four rases shown here this shape is a
sine-generated curve and indeed a good model of a river meander.

liver had, to use somewhat :unthiopomorphic terms, chosen to cut a meaider curve in order to achieve a more
uniform water-surface profile. This suggested that the river had chosen the
curved path in order to achieve the
objective of uniform energy loss for
each unit of distance along the channel,
but had paid a price in tcrms of the

CATASTROPHIC EXAMPLE of a sine-generated curve on a much
larger scale was provided by the wreck of a Southern Railway
freight train near Greenville, S.C., on May 31, 1965. Thirty adja.
cent flatcars carried a5 their load 700-foot sections of track raiIs
chained in a bundle to the car beds. T h e train, pulled by five loco.
motives, collided with a bulldozer and was derailed. T h e violent

larger total energy loss inherent in a
curved path.

Conclusions
These data provided the key to further research, which ultimately resulted
in several conclusions. First, it appears that a meandering channel more

compressive strain folded the trainload of rails into the drastically
foreshortened configuration shown in this aerial photograph. T h e
elastic properties of the steel rails tended to minimize total bending
exactly as in the case of the spring-steel strip shown at top of these
two pages, and the wrecked train assumed the shape of a sine-generated curve that distributed the bending as uniformly as possible.
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IDEALIZED FLOW PATTERN of a typical meander is shown here. The left side of the
illustration indicates the velocity vectors in a downstream direction for five cross sections
across the c’urve; the lateral romponent of the velocity is indicated by the triangular hatched
areas. The right side of the illustration shows the streamlines at the surface of the meander.
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LATERAL MIGRATION of i~typical meander ih demonstrated in this drawing, made up
of four successive cross sections surveyed between 1953 and 1964 on Watts Branch, a small
tributary of the Potoniac River near Washington. The laieral migration of meanders by
the erosion of the concave hanks and deposition on the convex banks over many years
results in ti river channel’s orcupying every possible position between the valley walls.
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closely approaches uniformity in tlie
rate of work over the various irregularities of the riverbed than a straight
channel does. Of conrse tlie slope of the
water siirince is, with a slight correction
for velocity, i n i wcurate indicator of the
rate at which energy is lost in tlie form
of frictional heat along the length of
tlie stream. Therelore ii uiiiform longitudinal water-surface slope signifies ii
uniform expeiiditiire oC energy for encli
unit of distancc along the cliannel.
A meainder attains a more uniform
rate o f energy loss by the introduction
of ;I form of energy loss not prescnt iir
a straight rencli, namely the curved
path. It is cvidciit that work is required
to change tlie direction of a flowing
liquid. Thus the slope of the water surface should increase wherever ;I c~irvc
is encountered by a river. 111 a me:inder
it is at tlie deep pools, where the watersiirface slope \vo~ildbe less steep than
tlie average, that the introductioii of ii
curve inserts cnough energy loss to
steepen tlie slope, thereby tending to
make tlie slope for each unit of river
length nearly the same. Accordingly the
alternation of straight shallow reaches
with cnrvcd deep reaches in a nreantlcr
appears to be the closest possible tip1iro:ich to a configuration that resiilts in
nniform energy expenditure.
I t is now possible to say something
about the development of meandcring
in rivers. Although one can construct in
a laboratory an initially straight channel
that will in time develop ii meandering
pattern, a real meandering river should
not be thought of as having an “origin.”
Instead we think of a river as having a
heritage. When a continent first emerges
from the ocean, small rills must form
almost immediately; thereafter they
change progressively in response to the
interaction of uplift and other processes,
including irregularities in tlie hardness
of the rock.
Today the continuous changes that
occur in rivers are primarily wrought
by tlie erosion arid deposition of sediinentary material. As we have seen,
rivers tend to avoid concentrating these
processes in any one place. Hence any
irregiilarity in the slope of a river-for
example ii waterfall or a lake-is temporary on a geological time scale; the
hydraulic forces at work in the river
tend to eliminate such concentrations of
change.
The formation of meander curves of
ii particulnr shape is an instance of this
cidjustmcnt pi-ocess. The meandering
form is the most probable result of the
ploccsses that on the one hand tend to
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STRAIGHT REACII of a river has ii more or less uneven bed that
consists of alternating Jeeps ;in11 shallows, known to trout fishernien as riffles and pools. The lnnnps i n the stresim bed that give
rise to the rimes tend to be located alternately on each side of

the stream a t intervi~lsroughly equal to five to seven times the
local stream width. As a consequence the stream a t low flow seems
to follow a course that wanders from one side of the channel to
the other, in a manner having an olwious similarity to meandering.
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PROFILES of the water surface and b e d of a small stream i n Wyoming named Baldwin Creek were obtained by one of the authors
(Leopolcl) and a colleague in 1959 during a period of maximum
runoff from melting snow. Measuremen~shere made in two places,
a meandering reach and a straight reach, that were comparable i n
all outward aspects except sinuosity I r r m p (it t o p ) . What emerged
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was a quite unexpected contrast between the two reaches ( b o t t o m ) .
T h e slope of the water surfare i n the meandering reach was clearly
steeper than that in the straight rearh; moreover, the water-surface
profile of the meandering rcitrli wits nciirly a straight sloping
line, whereas the straight reach had a stepped profile, steep over
the riffle bars and comparatively flat over the intervening pools.
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eliririnntc coiiceiitr;itioiis of energy Ius:.,
tlie otlror teiid to redwe the
total eticrgy loss to ;I niiiiiiiiiirri rate. T l v
sine-gciieratetl ciirvnture assiiinecl 11.
iiieaiitlcrs achieves these ciitls riiort
torily t h i i any otlicr sIia1x~.
smile tcwlcnc.ics operate tllrougli
the c.rosioir-tlel,ositioii iiiec~hiiiiisiiihotti
,tern ;is ;I \vlicile mid i i i ;I
( 1 1 tlrc ri\w. The tellt l r i i c , ~ .toward iiiii10r111
po\ver e s p i d i tiire iii the eiitirc river lc~idstowird ;t
Iotigitiicliiial profile ol the river that i:,
liiglily coilc‘;ivc, iiiasiiniicli ;IS niiifoi-iiiity
i t i tlic: rate of \voIl; p r iiiiit of Icwgth
nf c.haiiiiel woultl be :icliievetI by c o i i :c.iitratitig tlic stcelx,st s1opi.s iic;ii- tliv
liedwaters, \vlierc tlic trilxitarics :mcl
1ieiic.c discharges are siii;ill. Tlic loirgitii: l i i i a l coilcavity of tlie rivcr’s profile also
~iiiiiiiiiizcs w o r l ~ ill tlie systriii :is ;I
whole.
Srich i i loiigitiitlirial cimcavc profile,
tiowever, ivoiiltl l i d to coiisit1eral)lc
vmiutioii in tlic rate of ciiergy cspciicliturc oi‘er eacli unit iirc;i of cliaiiiicl I)ccl.
Uniforinity i i i this rate woiilcl l x Iwst
whie\wl b y ;I loi~gitiitliii~il
profile that
\vas iiearly straight ratlicr tli~iinby one
:hat \viis highly c(iiic.ave. Actual river
profiles lie betwecii tlicsc t\vo estrciiies,
~ n dmeanders must lie coilsidered iii
both contexts: first, as they occur witliiii
the river system a s ii \vliolc, anid sccoiitl,
SI.
they occiir in a givcri segment of
aiid mi

~‘h;iiiiirI.

1. There are three numbered statements
In this box
2. TWOOf these numbered statements

A Short Iiitciisivc Course
for Scientists, Physicians, Engineers
b y Dr. I<. Stuart Mackny

are not true
3. The average increase In I Q scares o f
those who learn to play WFF ‘N PROOF
IS mare than 20 paints

Is statement No. 3 true?
N SlON IN EDUCATIONAL GAMES

Sponsored b y t h e
S M I T H S O N I A N INSTITUTION
i n coopcration with t h e
Ainericnn Institute o f
Biological Sciences
For further information
Write: Bio-Medical
Telemetry Course 414SI
Office of Education and Training

SMITHSONIAN

INSTITUTION
Washington, D.C. 20560
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In tlie context of tlie entire river
Tysteiii i i iiic:iiidcr will occur where the
iiiatcrid coiistitutiiig tlie liaiilis is coiiipiriitively iinilorir-I. This will be iiiore
likely t o take place tlo\viistre;uir iii ii
fIoodplain area t h m upstreaim in a 1ie;itlwater are~i.To tlic extciit that tlie niemderiiig pattern tends to lengthen tlie
don’nstream reaches iiiore than those
upstream, i t proiiiotrs coiicavity i n the
loiigitutliiial lxolile of the system, t l i c ~ c by proiiiotiiig uniforniity in tlie rate o f
energy expeiiditiire per unit of channel
Icngtlr.
In the 1oc.d coiitcst of a gi\wi scg.
11ent OF chnllnel tl1c a\’erage slope of
the chaiiiic>lis fisccl by tlic rclatioii of
Lllat sc~gnlelltto tl1c \.r~holc1”Ofile. Any
:oc‘,il cliaiigc iii tlic clianiiel i i i u s t i i i a i i i .
k i n that average slope. lletweeir any
;\vo poirits oil a \alley floor, however,
L vai-iety of pitlrs arc possil)le, m y oiie
Jf \vliicli would iii;iiiitriiii tlie s m i c slopc
i i i t l Iiciice tlie sxiie length. 7‘he t!,iiical
ne~i~rder
sliiipe is assiiiiied becaiise, iii
hc absciice of ally other c.oiistl.aiiits,
lie sine-gciieratcd ciirve is tlic riiost
>robablc pat11 of ;I fisctl lcllgtll Letwecn
\VU fixed p o i i i t s .
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